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NEW Added a new geolocation condition to only execute Actions based on geolocation data. (requires )MC binary 11.0.3

It allows checking for location based on address, distance to a coordinate-pair, or position within a coordinate rectangle.
Since reading the location can take a few seconds in some cases, it will re-use location data that has been recently read, with a 120-
second limit (can be set in the action).

The condition will fail, if location sharing is turned off. This means that any Action or reference using the condition will not run.

Note: Geolocation support is experimental at the moment, and disabled by default. You can turn it on by setting <mc:
geo_data_enabled>=1. Be aware that you must also enable "allow apps to access your location" in the location privacy settings of the 
respective device/operating system.

Note: Which data is available, and how accurate it is, can vary significantly. Mostly it depends on settings in the operating system and 
available hardware features. You might also want to consider that some platforms will display a prompt to the user to allow the access to 
this data.

NEW Added a new Action Settings\CWSBG. Workspace Background to manage the Workspace Background for Notes releases >= 10.

You can attach an image you want to use, or point to an existing image on the target device.

NEW For users with the role [AOnlineUpdate], opening the Config Database will automatically check for new updates every once in a while and 
inform you in case an update is available.

NEW The ECL Action now also allows to manage the geolocation access option.

ENHANC
EMENT / 
NEW

The Connections Plugin Settings Action now also allows to reset or disable the Connections plugin.

ENHANC
EMENT / 
NEW

The Settings\Replicator Page (System) Action now also allows to comprehensively manage the Synchronize Activities entry.

ENHANC
EMENT / 
NEW

The Settings\Replicator Page (System) Action now also allows to configure a server for the Application templates (NTFs) entry.

FIX / 
CHANGE

The default priority of re-saved and newly created RecentApps Action will now ensure that RecentApps Actions run after Apps/Mailfile
/DesktopIcon Actions.

FIX / 
CHANGE

Fixed an issue where RunProgram Actions did not have a default runtype selected for Essentials - this is now "EssentialsMain".

FIX Fixed an issue where counting group members in Access Definitions did not work in case of circular references; if a circular reference is 
detected, counting will now display an error message.

FIX Fixed an issue where switching views via the Type column did not work.

NEW Various views now also display on which platforms and devices Actions are configured to run.

NEW Added a new "Actions\I. General\Modify Device & Platform in selected Actions" action to change target platforms and/or devices for 
multiple Actions at once.

NEW Added a new "Actions\O. Online Update\0. Check for Update" action to allow quick checking for new updates - requires a pre-existing and 
proper configuration of Administration\Online Update.

FIX Online Update: When choosing "install prepared update", previous releases did not unzip templates. This is now fixed. Also, installing a 
prepared update now handle subsets of updates (i.e. missing files) better.

FIX Mailbased Install: Fixed an issue where the Common data directory folder was not computed correctly.

FIX Mailbased Install: Buttons sent from a MacOS Notes clients are now properly signed, too.

CHANGE The "Open Agent list" button is now hidden in the RunAgent action if the source database is not accessible (instead red help text 
describing the issue is displayed).

This component release is part of MarvelClient 11.0
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ENHANC
EMENT

Added additional help text on the Admin tab for the dependency field: "Enter 1-n action alias(es)".

FIX / 
ENHANC
EMENT

The IP Adapter Condition now properly supports multi-values for name and description matching.

FIX Fixed an issue where the Mail tab was always displayed in Location Actions, even if empty/all content was hidden on it.

FIX Fixed a misleading validation error message "Field contains incorrect value" (now reading "... Please remove duplicates") for IPAdapter 
Condition.

FIX Fixed wrong translation of "MarvelClient references" in the JobFileDeployment and (deprecated) IBMCloudOnboarding Actions.

FIX Fixed an issue where the Eclipse Sidebar Action was labeled / displayed beginning with ECJSABR instead of ESBAR.

FIX Fixed an issue where the logs view did not display correct runtime durations.

MC Upgrade-related Changes

CHANGE 
/ 
ENHANC
EMENT

MCUpgrade now includes Nice 11 (requires re-publishing of existing upgrades; for MCUpgrade Free customers also requires an updated 
license file).

ENHANC
EMENT

MCUpgrade Free now also supports all G2 language files in the Installers view and the MCUpgrade Configuration wizard (requires an 
updated license file).

FIX Fixed an issue where MarvelClient Upgrade Installers would wrongly validate for an Action alias.

FIX / 
CHANGE

MCUpgrade Wizard: Fixed an issue where the old shared data directory was mandatory instead of optional for custom elevation.

CHANGE Shortended a language string for GraceFulShutdownNotice in German upgrade file (requires re-publishing of existing upgrades).

FIX MCUpgrade Wizard: Fixed an issue where preparing / publishing an upgrade could stop with a path/file not found error.

FIX MCUpgrade Wizard: Fixed an issue where using a custom splash screen would always switch any custom text color to black.

FIX MCUpgrade Wizard: Fixed an issue where Installer Deployment were created even when selecting "distribute independent of MarvelClient".

FIX MCUpgrade Wizard: Fixed an issue where a RunProgram, FileDeployment und Adjust MCUpgrade.ini Action were created upon publishing 
when selecting "run via own solution".

FIX Updated all language files to change an erroneously hard-coded 20 second wait time to %1 wait time (requires re-publishing of existing 
upgrades).

ENHANC
EMENT

MCUpgrade Wizard: Publishing a static configuration now optionally allows to also copy all installers to the stage directory upon publishing.

ENHANC
EMENT

MCUpgrade Wizard: Added an option on the (Un)Install tab to add custom install instructions before and/or after addon installation - instead 
of writing them into the addon install instructions, which may get lost/overwritten upon using the "fill below fields ..." button, these fields 
allow for preserving custom instructions including smart auto-numbering.

ENHANC
EMENT

Updated all language files to reflect changes from IBM to HCL.
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